The Beja Tribes of the Red Sea Hinterland
came to seek tropical flora, and less reputable adventurers
to make their fortunes in ostrich feathers or ivory.
The Turks had forts and police posts up country and
a telegraph line from Kassala to Suakin, and they tried
to make a road for gun-carriages over the passes between
Sinkat and the sea.
Between 1840 and 1870 some cotton was grown in the
deltaic areas by the energy of Mumtaz Pasha, and macllinery
was installed at Kassala by Munzinger Pasha.
In spite of its spasmodic vigour, the Turco-Egyptian
administration made no attempt, perhaps wisely, at close
control of the Beja Tribes, and it is not surprising that
the truculent Hadendowa were among the first to revolt
in sympathy with the Mahdi under the leadership of the
redoubtable Osman Digna. The immediate cause of the
rebellion, however, was not religious fanaticism, but a
breach of agreement by Government over an important
camel contract. A despatch written by General Gordon
at Assuan in February, 1884, reveals that two officials
swindled the tribe out of a large sum of money due for
transporting to Berber the reinforcements for the ill-fated
expedition of Hicks Pasha. The revolt completely closed
the Suakin-Berber road and was a vital factor in the
subsequent disasters of the Egyptian troops. By the end
of 1885 only the coast round Suakin remained in the
Government's possession, and for the next few years the
Hadendowa with some Amarar, under Osman Digna, kept
the Government forces closely invested there. The various
coastal engagements, some regular battles, some mere
skirmishes, are vividly detailed in a number of books
describing the Red Sea campaigns. During these early
operations which followed the dramatic fall of Sinkat^
defended vainly by its able Commander, the Cretan Tewfik
Bey, the Hadendowa displayed the most remarkable
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